Introduction to Performing Arts Medicine: Dance
Programme:
6:00 - 6:15pm

Introduction to PAM SIG by Dr. Mandy Zhang

Synopsis: Dr. Mandy Zhang will give an overview of the newly founded
Performing Arts Medicine (PAM) special interest group within Sports Medicine
Association Singapore (SMAS). This group is formed by a group of individuals
interested in the care of dancers, musicians and vocalists and she will be
sharing the mission of this group, as well as key events in the pipeline.
6:15 - 7:15pm

Introduction to Dance Medicine & Q&A with Dr. Boni
Rietveld

Synopsis: Talent for dance is multifactorial: (neuro-)psychological, artistic and physical.
Most factors are ‘nature’, but some can be trained ‘nurture’. The relevance of
hypermobility and the five basic physical requirements for dancers will be explained, as well
as the compensatory mechanisms for insufficient turn-out of the hips (hyperlordosis of the
lower back, flexion and abduction of the hips, hyperpronation of the feet and bending the
knees) and their implications for proper alignment in dance. Dance injuries often are caused
by faulty technique, compensation and ignorance. The back, hips, knees, ankles, and feet
are the most frequently injured body parts in dancers.

7:15 - 7:30pm

PAM from dance artiste’s perspective with Mr. Han Kee
Juan

Synopsis: Injuries are bound to happen at some point of a dancer’s training or
career, and it's important to be able to access proper care. Striking a balance
between rehabilitation and training, especially in the presence of time pressure
like exams or performance is just as important in the longevity of a dance
career.

Dr. Mandy Zhang
Associate consultant at Singapore
Sports and Exercise Medicine Centre
and Chair of Performing Arts Medicine

Biography:
Dr. Mandy Zhang will give an overview of the newly founded
Performing Arts Medicine (PAM) special interest group within
Sports Medicine Association Singapore (SMAS). This group is
formed by a group of individuals interested in the care of dancers,
musicians and vocalists and she will be sharing the mission of this
group, as well as key events in the pipeline.

Dr. Boni Rietveld,
MD, PhD, BA (mus.)
Founder of the Dutch Medical Centre
for Dance and Musician and Dutch
Performing Medicine Association

Biography:
Dr. Boni Rietveld, MD, PhD, BA(mus.) is orthopaedic surgeon and
musician, founder of the Dutch Medical Centre for Dancers and
Musicians and the Dutch Performing Arts Medicine Association, past
president of IADMS, and board member of the Performing Arts
Medicine Association (PAMA). He strives to improve healthcare for
dancers and musicians.

Mr. Han Kee Juan
Principal of Singapore Ballet
Academy

Biography:
Currently the Principal of Singapore Ballet Academy. Han Kee Juan
began teaching in the 1970s and has since trained many generations
of dancers. He has directed the Arizona Ballet School, The
Washington School of Ballet and was also a faculty member of the
prestigious North Carolina School of the Arts. Han Kee Juan is
frequently invited as a guest teacher and has taught internationally
at dance companies and institutes.

